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Insights by e-OSCAR User Group Minutes 

 
 
Roundtable Discussion Topics: 

A.) Enhancement Requests: 
a. Queue Management Report:  For users with multiple registrations, provide the ability to sort the DNR 

Timeframe table data by registration while viewing all registrations.  (Note:  Users are aware they can click 
on a registration in the Registration table to view the DNR timeframes for a single registration.)  

b. Productivity Report: Display the processing time in hours, minutes, and seconds instead of days, hours, 
minutes, and seconds.   

c. Create a report that counts the number of times each Queue is viewed/touched by all users of a given 
registration and include last date/time stamp viewed/touched. 

d. Produce an end of day snapshot captured from the existing “Daily ACDV Activity Summary” dashboard (at 
a designated time of day). Summary might include ACDVs received in each queue, ACDVs submitted from 
each queue, time spent processing ACDVs). 

e. Allow the ability for Data Furnishers to craft their own dashboard (i.e. determine which tables they would 
like to include in a report) for distribution to upper management or other parties.  

f. Create an Insights User Guide.  
g. Provide the Data Furnisher with the ability to get to the details for an item on the dashboard without 

multiple clicks.  Today, when a user clicks on an item on the dashboard they are taken to the same 
table/graph in the report.  From there, the user must right click on the desired cell in the table/graph and 
click “Drill Through” to get to the details of that value.  

h. Create an audit report of all fields updated in a given ACDV.   
i. Add Notification (AUD, DR, Block) reports to Insights.   
j. Add AUD reports to Insights. 

 
B.) Questions:  

a. Why is there a difference between the WIP counts on the Active & Completed ACDV Analytics vs. the 
Active ACDV Activity Report?   

i. ANSWER: The data within the Active & Completed ACDV Analytics report is based off the Status 
(in days) and as a result, the “Received”, “WIP” and “Responded” to counts may have overlap.    
The Active ACDV Activity Report results include active WIP ACDVs at a point in time (based on the 
last refresh of the report.  As a result, the WIP numbers will never match.  We are considering 
removing the WIP from the Active & Completed ACDV Analytics report for clarity purposes.  We 
recommend using the Active ACDV Activity Report for what is currently in WIP.   

 
b. What is the basis of the forecast in the Trend/Forecast report? 

ANSWER:  The trend/forecast report uses the historical data inputs and puts it into an algorithm 
(Microsoft’s) to predict future trends. 
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c. What is the upper and lower bound on the Trend/Forecast report? 
i. ANSWER:   The trend and forecast graph is configured for a 95% confidence interval, which is the 

range of values that you can be 95% certain contains the true mean of the population. That range 
of values is the upper and lower bounds. 
 

d. Will it be possible for us to customize reports on our own in Insights (without requesting a change or 
enhancement from OLDE)? 

i. ANSWER:  At this time, we not have the capability to offer user customization of reports.  
 

e. Will it be possible for us to export all the ACDV data (like the ACDV Archive data) in Insights? 
i. ANSWER:  Our security policy does not support the inclusion of Indicative data in Insights.  

Document image files are also not included in Insights.  Therefore, it is unlikely that all ACDV data 
will be included in Insights. 

 
  

 

  


